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      'It is refreshing to find a book that reflects the upsurge in interest in professionalism in early childhood.  Not only does it celebrate the real professionalism displayed by so many practitioners it also critiques the term as used by governments.  The insights provided by the different authors adds up to a fascinating volume which should form the basis for academic debate.  I look forward to using it with my Early Childhood students' - 
 Elizabeth Coates, Associate Professor, Director: Early Childhood Studies Undergraduate Programme,  University of Warwick 





  
              


    
      



 


 
      A comprehensive and contemporary text addressing many of the issues that face practitioners developing their own pedagogy, philosophy and professionalism. This book examines the role of the practitioner and how the perception of professionalism has developed within a policy structure that focuses on achievement, literacy and numeracy. This analysis may help students to unravel the issues and barriers surrounding good practice.

As a practitioner of 25 years it was inspiring to read this coherent analysis of my role.
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      Vital for anyone studying FdA in Early Years. Clear and insightful. Highly recommended.




  
          Miss Kelly Stewart




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent book that is well written. Also good for MA and EdD level. Highly recommended if you interested in professionalization and leadership.




  
          Ms Eva Mikuska




              


    
      



 


 
      A must read for anyone currently undertaking a reflective practice or management module as part of their early childhood degree. This clearly written and easy to read book offers readers in-depth discourse around what it takes to lead and manage early years provisions today and developing professionalization.
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      Informative and situated at the correct level to support FdA courses




  
          Mrs KAREN SIDDONS




              


    
      



 


 
      Ideal as a reference text for those considering professionalization of Early Years. The authors offer great insight into current issues relating to early childhood. Comprehensive text for study at undergraduate and postgraduate level.




  
          Mrs Sharon Colilles




              


    
      



 


 
      Fulfils the needs of the course and was successfully utilised last year. The students found it to be an accessible text.




  
          Mrs Faith Anne Fletcher




              


    
      



 


 
      Strong underpinning of managerial pedagogy.

Clear, well defined examples and illustrations but retains academic challenge.




  
          Mrs Faith Anne Fletcher




              


    
      



 


 
      Another excellent resource from Sage. It's an invaluable tool for understanding the professionalization of early years practitioners and that will provide many opportunities for discussions.
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      Another fabulously interesting text from Miller. Academic but very easy for students to access.
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      A really useful book that explores professionalism alongside leadership and management. A really useful text for undergraduates particularly those with limited experiences of lading and managing teams.
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      An excellent book to understand professionalism and the process of professionalization in early years.




  
          Mrs Jeenal Desai




              


    
      



 


 
      Very accessible & covers major themes related to professionalisation, leadership & management




  
          Miss Charlotte Jones




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent resource which is particularly thought provoking.  Good case studies and also great links for extended reading.
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      An excellent book with very interesting international perspectives regarding the professionalisation of early years practice. The chapter about the male absence within early years is thought provoking and insightful. Excellent further reading sources for each chapter taking into account the level of the student. Easy to read and allows for reflection, whilst still stretching students minds. I have asked our subject librarian for some copies and will signpost it to my students.




  
          Mrs Camila Devis-Rozental




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent resource.  Highly recommended




  
          Mrs Donna O&#039;Connor




              


    
      



 


 
      great text




  
          Ms Melanie Feek




              


    
      



 


 
      This is well-written and easy to follow and it highlights and focuses upon many of the key issues in leadership of Early Years settings. This will be used within my lectures and be recommended reading for the students.




  
          Mr Gwyn Ellis




              


    
      



 


 
      Thorough, practical and with excellent further reading guidance.




  
          Mrs Abigail Gosling
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